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Outline
• Drug development
• Bayesian thinking
• Applications
– Decision making
– Design
– Analysis

• Discussion and conclusions
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Drug development
“Alle Dinge sind Gift, und nichts ist
ohne Gift; allein die Dosis machts,
dass ein Ding kein Gift sei.”
Paracelsus 1538
“All things are poison, and nothing is without poison; the
dose alone makes that a thing is not a poison.”

Paracelsus
* 1493/4 Egg, Switzerland
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Drug development

Right drug, right dose, right patient

Tolerability

Research
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IIa Proof of concept Safety&Efficacy
Iib Dose finding

Development
~ 10-15 years

Clinical drug development
Learn and Confirm
Phase
I

Objective

Mode

Tolerability

Learn
large range of doses

IIA

Indication of efficacy

Confirm
maximal tolerable dose

IIB

Optimal dose

Learn
different doses

III

Safety&Efficacy

Confirm
optimal dose

Sheiner (1997) Clinical Pharmacology Therapeutics
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Bayesian thinking
• Cumulative learning on the drug over many years from
sequential/parallel series of clinical trials

• Historical and evolving external information on disease
and other drugs from clinical trials, registries, ...
“...The Bayesian view is well suited to this task because it
provides a theoretical basis for learning from experience;
that is, for updating prior beliefs in the light of new
evidence.“
Sheiner (1997) Clinical Pharmacology Therapeutics
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Bayesian thinking
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Bayesian thinking

Evidence synthesis and prediction
Source data
p(Yj | θj ) j=1,...,J

Target data
p(Y* | θ* )

Hierarchical model to link parameters (hyper-parameter ϕ)
p( θ*, θ1, ... , θJ | ϕ )

Bayesian inference on unknowns θ*
CRAN - Package bayesmeta
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(θ1, ... , θJ , ϕ )

Bayesian thinking

Evidence synthesis / meta-analysis (MA)

• Meta-Analytic-Predictive (MAP) is prospective
– Before target data Y* available, perform MA of source data (Y1,...,YJ)
and obtain prior distribution of θ*, i.e. MAP Prior p(θ* |Y1,...,YJ)
– Once target data available, use Bayes theorem to update MAP prior
with target data Y*

• Meta-Analytic-Combined (MAC) is retrospective
– Perform MA of all data (source and target data)
– Parameter of interest is θ* : p(θ* |Y1 ,...,YJ ,Y*)

Both approaches
are identical!
MAP=MAC
10
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Bayesian thinking

Relevance of source data
• Prior p(θ*) derived from source data considered to be
relevant for target data, however...
“... think it possible that you may be mistaken.” Cromwell

• Robust prior pRobust(θ*) = (1-ε) pMAP(θ*) + ε pVague(θ*)
– Mixture of prior derived from source data and of vague prior
– Value ε chosen to reflect scepticism on relevance of source data
– Robust priors are heavy-tailed, and hence discarded in case of clear
prior-data conflict
O'Hagan and Pericchi (2012), Schmidli et al. (2014)

Solid line:
p(θ*)
Dashed line: pRobust(θ*) with ε=0.2
θ*
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Bayesian thinking

Relevance of source data - Prior-data conflict
Conjugate prior

Posterior

Conflicting Likelihood

"Bayesian - One who, vaguely expecting a horse and catching a
glimpse of a donkey, strongly concludes he has seen a mule".
Stephen Senn
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Bayesian thinking

Relevance of source data - Prior-data conflict
Robust prior

Posterior / Conflicting Likelihood

Robust prior essentially discarded in case of clear prior-data conflict
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Applications
• Decision making
– Project level
– Trial level

• Design
– Borrowing strength
– Gaining efficiency

• Analysis
– Missing data
– Nonlinear models
– Subgroup analysis

All three aspects intermingled in a specific application
14
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Decision making
Bayesian approaches for quantitative decision making

• Project level
– Stop or continue the project
– Accelerate or postpone
– Adapt project plan (e.g. add new trial, re-design trials, ...)

• Trial level
– Stop or continue
– Adapt design (e.g. Sample size, dose, population, treatment,...)
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Decision making
Project level

Rose plot: key results summary

Portfolio assessment

Efficacy outcome 1

– Define quantitative targets for
key efficacy and key safety outcomes
in the Target Product Profile (TPP).
– Identify the relevant evidence to assess
these targets
– Use probabilities to quantify the current
evidence in relation to the TPP targets
(evidence synthesis and prediction).

Safety
outcome 2

– Based on a results, align on a common
interpretation and a set of
recommendations
Ohlssen (2017) ENAR
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Efficacy
outcome 2

Safety outcome 1

Decision making
Trial level

Two ongoing phase III trials, one delayed

Interim analysis: Stop for futility?
– Define success criteria, e.g. based on p-value at end of study
p<0.05 in one of studies, p<0.1 in other
– Stop if Probability of Success (PoS) is very low
– For PoS evaluation, may use interim data on Trial 1, 2 as well as
information from past trials (e.g. Phase II), and requires
evidence synthesis and prediction
Neuenschwander et al. (2016) Stats in Biopharm Research
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Decision making
Trial level

• Phase I trial in oncology
– Safe dose for next cohort? Stop or continue the trial?
– Bayesian Logistic Regression Model (BLRM), updated after each cohort

Prob
excessive
toxicity
Prob target
toxicity
Prob
underdosing
Dose

Neuenschwander et al. (2016) Stats Med
Günhan et al. (2018)
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Dose

Design
• Borrowing strength
– Historical control
– Adult information for pediatric trial
– Information from other regions for a regional trial
– Registry information for trial in rare diseases
– Master protocols (basket, umbrella, ...) with multiple
treatments/subpopulations

• Gaining efficiency
– Reducing sample size by informative priors
– Quick kill/win to accelerate development
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Design

Borrowing strength
Placebo group

New study: Test vs Placebo
Prior Placebo
Beta(11,32)
From 8 historical studies (N=533),
using a Meta-Analytic-Predictive (MAP)
approach
Prior Test Treatment
Weakly informative

Beta(0.5,1)

Design
Test (n=24) vs. Placebo (n=6)
Baeten et al. (2013) Lancet
Evidence
synthesis &
prediction
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Neuenschwander et al. (2010) Clin Trials
Schmidli et al. (2014) Biometrics
CRAN - Package RBesT

Design

Gaining efficiency

Phase IIa Proof of Concept (PoC) trial: quick kill/win
Positive PoC if
P(∂ ≥ 0.2)...

Negative PoC if
P(∂ < 0.2)...

... ≥ 70%

... ≥ 50%

... ≥ 50%

1st Interim

2nd Interim

Final analysis

... ≥ 90%

... ≥ 90%

... > 50%

Gsponer et al. (2014) Pharm Stats
CRAN - Package gsbDesign
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Fisch et al. (2015) TIRS

Analysis
Bayesian analysis common/standard in early phase trials
and used as exploratory/supportive analysis in later
phases

• Missing data
• Nonlinear models
• Subgroup analysis
– Strata
– Overlapping subgroups
– Principal stratification
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Analysis

Missing data

• Primary analysis in phase 3 trials typically use
frequentist approach

• Multiple imputation routinely used for handling missing
data (Little and Rubin, 2002)

– Bayesian model to predict missing data
– Multiple imputations from predictive distribution to generate e.g. 1000
complete datasets
– Frequentist analysis for each of the 1000 complete datasets
– Appropriate combination of analysis results

• Imputation model has to be consistent with
targeted estimand

ICH E9 (R1) addendum
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Akacha et al. (2017) Stats in Bioph Res

Analysis

Nonlinear models

• Monoclonal antibodies injected at long time intervals
– Nonlinear models required to describe dose-time-response relationship
– Bayesian analysis for reliable inference and prediction

Lange and Schmidli (2015) Stats Med
Schmidli and Lange (2017) in CRC Handbook
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Subgroup analysis
Disjoint subgroups

Phase II cancer trial: Assess efficacy of imatinib in patients with one of
10 different subtypes of advanced sarcoma
exact 95%-CI
• Considerable borrowing
across all subgroups for
EX, EXNEX-1, EXNEX-2
• Substantial precision gains

Neuenschwander et al. (2016)
Pharm Stat
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Subgroup analysis
Overlapping subgroups

• Phase IIa trial (Test vs
Placebo) in 135 patients

• Nine pre-specified
overlapping subgroups

• Hierarchical model,
model averaging (MA)
MA: model
averaging

Bornkamp et al. (2017) Pharm Stat
Jones et al. (2011) Clin Trials
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Subgroup analysis

Principal stratification – causal inference

• Yusuf et al. (1991)
– proper subgroups: characterized by baseline data
– Improper subgroups: characterized by post-randomization data

• Proper analysis of improper subgroups using principal
stratification (Frangakis and Rubin, 2002)

• Phase III trial (n=1651) in secondary progressive
multiple sclerosis (Kappos et al., 2018, Lancet),
siponimod vs placebo (endpoint: disability progression)

• Subgroup: patients who would not relapse during trial
• Bayesian inference on treatment effect in this subgroup
Magnusson et al. (2018) arXiv:1809.03741
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Discussion
20th
century
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Discussion
21st
century
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Conclusions
• Bayesian reasoning lends itself to drug development
• Bayesian approaches used in all phases of clinical
development for decision making, design and analysis

• Hierarchical models for evidence synthesis and
prediction/extrapolation

Supp Adv Appl Prob, 1975
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